Critical Language Scholarship (Bangla in Dhaka, Bangladesh) ............................................Professor Matthew Hayes

Brandon Miliate

FLAS Summer Fellowship (Cornell University) ..........Professor Matthew Hayes

Jason Stone

Melton Innovating International Research, Teaching and Collaboration Graduate Dissertation Fellowship ............................................Professor Matthew Hayes

Katie Stewart

US Fulbright Student Award ..................................................Professor Matthew Hayes

Katie Stewart

NSF Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement Grant (2014-2015) .................................................................Professor Matthew Hayes

Kirk Harris

Really Very Serious Awards of Great Importance ............Katelyn Stauffer & Katie Stewart

Indiana University
Department of Political Science

Graduate Awards Ceremony

May 1, 2015

Woodburn Hall
Program

WELCOMING REMARKS ........................................ Professor William E. Scheuerman
   Director of Graduate Studies

- DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS AND RECOGNITION -

KATHERINE C. GREENOUGH AWARD ................................ Professor Bernard Fraga
   FOR OUTSTANDING DISSERTATION
   Adrian Florea
   DISSERTATION: De Facto States in International Politics

GRADUATE LEADERSHIP AWARD .......................... Professor William E. Scheuerman
   Katelyn Stauffer, Katie Stewart

OUTSTANDING ASSOCIATE INSTRUCTOR ........................... Professor Marjorie Hershey
   Matthew Kuchem

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT PAPER ....................... Professor Regina Smyth
   Timothy Model
   “Explaining Variation in Electoral Fraud”

JOHN V. GILLESPIE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP .................. Professor Bill Bianco
   TO ATTEND ICPSR
   Yehuda Magid, Justin Schon

JOHN P. LOVELL MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP .................. Professor Will Winecoff
   Yehuda Magid, Katie Stewart, Luke Wood

BENJAMIN A. MOST MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP .............. Professor Will Winecoff
   Yehuda Magid, Justin Schon

QUALITATIVE AND MULTIMETHODS WORKSHOP
   PARTICIPANTS 2015 ........................................ Professor Lauren MacLean
   Cathryn Johnson, Wynand Kastart

PERSPECTIVES STAFF APPRECIATION ANNOUNCEMENT .......... Professor Jeff Isaac
   Rachel Gears, Peter Giordano, Rafael Khachaturian, James Moskowitz, Fathima Musthaq, Katherine Scofield, Katelyn Stauffer, Brendon Westler

- EXTERNAL AWARDS AND RECOGNITION -

President’s Diversity Doctoral Scholarship Fellowship ….. Professor Chris DeSante

OSTROM WORKSHOP ........................................ Professor Chris DeSante
   GRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCH AWARD, SUMMER 2015
   David Endicott, Cathryn Johnson

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
   CONFERENCE TRAVEL AWARD ........................... Professor Chris DeSante
   Ian Anson, Kentaro Sakuwa, Justin Schon

GPSO Travel Award ........................................... Professor Chris DeSante
   Alex Antony, Katelyn Stauffer

OVPIA Pre-Dissertation Travel Grant .................. Professor Matthew Hayes
   Cathryn Johnson, Fathima Musthaq

Center for American Politics Dissertation
   Fieldwork Scholarship .................................. Professor Matthew Hayes
   Kevin Taber

DHAR INDIA STUDIES TRAVEL FELLOWSHIP ............ Professor Matthew Hayes
   Fathima Musthaq

CONTINUED...